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NEW QUESTION: 1
Where are ACL node
A. They are stored
/home/groups
B. They are stored
under/home/users
C. They are stored
D. They are stored
Answer: A

permissions for a node stored in the JCR?
as ACL permission in the groups under
as ACL permissions in the user node
as rep:policy node under the same node
inside the template node under/etc/designs

NEW QUESTION: 2
A developer needs to avoid potential system problems that can
arise in a multi-tenant architecture.
Which requirement helps prevent poorty written applications
from being deployed to a production environment?
A. All Apex code must be annotated with the with sharing
keyword.
B. Unit tests must cover at least 75% of the application's Apex
code
C. SOQL queries must reference sObActs with their appropriate
namespace.
D. All validation rules must be active before they can be
deployed.
Answer: B
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Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
You need the push the image into your private registry, not
pull it.
References:
https://medium.com/@pjbgf/azure-kubernetes-service-aks-pullingprivate-container-images-from-azure-containe
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